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After Huo Dongyang left, Qiao Wei's eyes were still staring at the door of the empty 
ward. 

Jane LAN is the first time to see such Qiao Wei, "slightly, people are gone. As for this 
reluctant to give up? " 

Qiao Wei was stunned and pointed to himself and asked, "I Reluctant to give up? " 

Jane LAN nodded, "yes! What's the matter with you and him? Who is this man? When 
do you secretly make a boyfriend? I don't even know? no It's not right. You and Yun 
Yiyan haven't divorced. Your behavior now is called cheating! " 

Qiao Wei's heart was tight, and a sense of guilt appeared in his heart. Yes, what 
happened to her? She and Huo Dongyang only know each other for 24 hours, but they 
feel that they have known each other for a long time, and even look forward to the days 
when they will live with him. 

Is it because of his tender and considerate last night that he completely fell? This should 
be a ridiculous marriage, but the direction of development seems to deviate from the 
original track. 

See Qiao Wei in a daze, Jane LAN reached out and held Qiao Wei's hand. "Weiwei, 
what are you doing?" 

"I didn't cheat." Joe answered in a low voice. 

Hearing Qiao Wei's words, Jane LAN opened her eyes. "Weiwei, what did you say just 
now?" 

"Yi Yan and I are divorced." Said Joe, lowering his head. "Just yesterday, it took less 
than ten minutes. Really fast 

Jane Lan was stunned, "are you divorced from Yun Yiyan? Why? " 

"He doesn't love me at all! We get married because of family interests. " Qiao Wei looks 
back on her marriage in the past two years. In fact, she is not happy, and she is a chip, 
in order to Qiao family, she must choose to marry. 

In her mother-in-law's family, she lived a life of inferiority. Because of her bad 
relationship with yunyiyan, almost all of her family members gave her a look, and her life 
was even worse than those servants of the Yun family. 



But in the past two years, she has been holding on, constantly telling herself that she 
must be strong! 

Jane LAN saw the desolation and sadness in Qiao Wei's eyes, and she frowned. In fact, 
she can understand Qiao Wei's mood. In fact, her marriage is in danger, but she doesn't 
want others to see jokes, so she has been instilling in herself the determination to 
persist. 

"Weiwei, or you are right." Jane LAN whispered. 

Qiao Wei lowered his eyes, "in fact, Yi Yan and I signed a divorce agreement a year 
ago. It's just that he didn't have time all the time, so he delayed to go through the 
relevant procedures until yesterday. " 

"I really didn't expect you and Yun Yiyan to get divorced." Jane LAN still has some 
regrets. She knows that Qiao Wei and Yun Yiyan grew up together as children. They 
also have an emotional foundation. They should get along well. But it turns out to be the 
opposite. 

Qiao Wei sighs, "he will not fall in love with me at all! He was forced to get married. He 
always said I was a boring woman. I feel sick when I look at it... " 

Jian LAN listened to Qiao Wei's words, but she was not very good at heart. She held 
Qiao Wei's hand tightly. "Wei Wei, I think you deserve a better person." 

Qiao Wei suddenly thought of Huo Dongyang, Jian Lan's words, Huo Dongyang said 
yesterday. Is he really the right person for himself? 

Jane LAN called Qiao Wei several times in a row, and she just responded, "eh? What's 
the matter? " 

"Then, what happened to you and the man just now?" 

Qiao Wei blushed, but she still told Jane LAN what happened yesterday. 

After listening to the whole process of Qiao Wei's story, Jian LAN did not respond. It 
seemed like it was too dramatic. 

It was a long time before Jian Lan said a word. "So you married Huo Dongyang when 
you didn't have a clear mind?" 

"Well!" Joe nodded. 

"Weiwei, you are playing with fire!" Jian LAN frowns, it seems that Qiao Wei and Huo 
Dongyang are not optimistic. 



A man who has never met before says that he will marry when he gets married? It's too 
much fun! Or he had some ulterior purpose! 

"Weiwei, I don't think you and Huo Dongyang are suitable!" Jian LAN is worried that 
Qiao Wei will experience another failed engagement. 

Qiao Wei just wanted to open his mouth to talk, but saw a figure standing at the door. 

She was stunned. Didn't he go? Why are you back? 

Huo Dongyang looked at Qiao Wei's dull expression, he showed a smile. "What? How 
long has it been since we separated that I don't know me? " 

Hearing Huo Dongyang's voice, Jian Lan's heart trembled. When did he come back? 
Did he hear what he said just now? 

Looking at Huo Dongyang carrying a bag of things came in, gently put the action on the 
table. 

"I went to buy you breakfast. If you can stay late, you can have some." Huo Dongyang 
explained. 

Qiao Wei nods, "Oh!" 

"Miss Jane, if you are free, please take care of Jovi for me." Huo Dongyang looks at 
Jian Lan's advice. 

Jane Lan also knew how to pick up Huo Dongyang, so she looked at Huo Dongyang. 

Huo Dongyang is not angry because of Jane Lan's no reply, "my time is too late, you 
take care of yourself.""Well, you go quickly." Qiao Weizhi said in general. "Work 
matters!" 

Huo Dongyang held Qiao Wei's hand and clenched it firmly, "don't let me worry." 

With that, he let go of Jovi's hand. 

Jian LAN saw Huo Dongyang go to the door, she can't help but feel relieved. 

But this breath is not over, Huo Dongyang stopped at the door again, "Miss Jane, there 
is no absolutely inappropriate in the world. If you don't try, how can you know it's not 
suitable? Right? " 

 


